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Abstract—WiFi P2P allows mobile apps to connect to each
other via WiFi without an intermediate access point. This
communication mode is widely used by mobile apps to support
interactions with one or more devices simultaneously. However,
testing such P2P apps remains a challenge for app developers as
i) existing testing frameworks lack support for WiFi P2P, and ii)
WiFi P2P testing fails to scale when considering a deployment
on more than two devices.
In this paper, we therefore propose an acceptance testing framework, named A NDROFLEET, to automate testing of
WiFi P2P mobile apps at scale. Beyond the capability of testing point-to-point interactions under various conditions, A N DROFLEET supports the deployment and the emulation of a fleet
of mobile devices as part of an alpha testing phase in order to
assess the robustness of a WiFi P2P app once deployed in the
field. To validate A NDROFLEET, we demonstrate the detection
of failing black-box acceptance tests for WiFi P2P apps and
we capture the conditions under which such a mobile app can
correctly work in the field. The demo video of A NDROFLEET is
made available from https://youtu.be/gJ5 Ed7XL04.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile apps have brought the capability to deploy contextaware software systems, that go beyond desktop software, by
adjusting their behavior to end-users’ surrounding environment. In particular, WiFi peer-to-peer (WiFi P2P, also known
as WiFi Direct) enables mobile devices to discover, connect,
and transfer data to nearby devices via WiFi; without an
intermediate access point as long as they comply with the WiFi
Alliance’s WiFi Direct certification [33]. This communication
mode is now widely adopted by mobile apps with more than 1
billion of Wi-Fi Direct-enabled devices in 2014, and 3 billions
expected by 20181 Some popular examples of WiFi P2P apps
are multiplayer games, messaging, and social apps.
However, testing WiFi P2P apps remains a challenge for
app developers [30] because current testing solutions lack
support for the distributed nature of WiFi P2P interactions.
In addition, current device emulators lack of an implementation for WiFi P2P communication stacks, thus developers
are forced to use physical devices to test their WiFi P2P
mobile apps. Testing scenarios typically involve more than
two mobile devices, thus it is hard to scale to hundreds of
mobile devices. Furthermore, reproducing behaviors becomes

particularly difficult when evaluating stability, data integrity,
peer failure and fault tolerance [32].
Developers then resort to alternative solutions to assess
the expected behavior of their WiFi P2P mobile apps. For
example, log-based testing [10] instruments apps and mines
execution logs to detect unexpected behaviors. Given the potentially large number of mobile devices involved in WiFi P2P
scenarios, log-based testing becomes unfeasible for developers
who need to manually explore logs and assess a distributed
behavior.
As existing automated testing methods are falling short
on solutions to test WiFi P2P at large, we introduce A N DROFLEET, an acceptance testing framework for WiFi P2P
Android apps. A NDROFLEET contributes the following features:
1) A NDROFLEET builds on a standard acceptance testing
framework (i.e., Cucumber2 ) to provide new primitives
for describing contextual and distributed scenarios;
2) A NDROFLEET implements an emulated WiFi P2P communication stack to control the P2P interactions of
mobile apps through emulated devices;
3) Finally, A NDROFLEET provides a large-scale deployment platform that can be used to assess the robustness
of a WiFi P2P app prior to its deployment in the
field, along an alpha testing phase. This feature collects
insightful metrics on the execution and behavior of
WiFi P2P apps.
A NDROFLEET is open-source and publicly available: https:
//github.com/m3ftah/androfleet.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the A NDROFLEET testing framework. Section III details the implementation of the different parts that
compose the A NDROFLEET framework. Section IV reports on
a case study that illustrates how A NDROFLEET supports developers to automate the testing of WiFi P2P apps. Section VI
discusses the related work in this domain. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper.
II. T ESTING P EER - TO -P EER M OBILE A PPS
In this section, we present the A NDROFLEET framework to
test WiFi P2P Android apps.

1 http://blog.allion.com/2014/11/wi-fi-alliance-certified-wi-fi-direct-connections\
2 https://cucumber.io
-provide-convenient-high-speed-network-services-direct-to-customers

Similar to any type of software system, developers need
to ensure the correct behavior (e.g. absence of bugs and
unexpected behavior) of WiFi P2P apps before deployment.
The conception of peer-to-peer applications is complex as the
communication scenarios between peers need to be specified
and tested. To test such scenarios, there is therefore a need for
a runtime environment, which is representative of a production
deployment.
The goal of A NDROFLEET is to automate WiFi P2P User
Acceptance Testing. A NDROFLEET enables developers to create and execute common WiFi P2P test scenarios. In particular,
the framework provides two main features:
1) A DSL (Domain-Specific Language) to describe
WiFi P2P testing scenarios, such as peer discovery and
peer interactions;
2) A large-scale emulation platform that supports parallel
testing on multiple devices as well as the WiFi P2P
communications among them.

[Is Wi-fi Direct supported ?]
Peer
discovery
[Yes]
[Does the App have the permission ?]

[Yes] [Is Wi-fi Direct activated ?]

Listing 1: A NDROFLEET testing directives to manage
WiFi P2P scenarios
Switch the device WiFi P2P state
Switch the device WiFi P2P permission
Switch the device WiFi P2P state
Send the available peer list has changed
action
Change the device WiFi P2P name
Change the device WiFi P2P IP address
Change the device WiFi P2P role as group owner
Send the device WiFi P2P connection lost
action
Get the device WiFi P2P state

B. Peer Discovery
Figure 2 (cf. top-right rectangle) shows an example of a
testing scenario created with the A NDROFLEET DSL. This
3 Calabash

is a user acceptance testing framework: http://calaba.sh

Ask user to activate
Wi-fi Direct

[No]
[Yes]

[No]

[Is Wi-fi Direct activated ?]

Permission
denied
Message

[Yes]

WifiP2PManager.
discoverPeers()

[No]

[Is there a peer discovered ?]

No peer found
Message

[No]

Failure
Message
[Yes]

User select peer to
connect to

Show peers
List

[Is peer in range ?]
[Yes]
[Peer Accept Connection ?]

[No]

Peer not in
range
Message

A. Describing Test Scenarios
To describe testing scenarios, A NDROFLEET provides a
DSL to developers. Previous research have extended Calabash
framework3 to add some context-based testing [18], [17]. A N DROFLEET adopts a similar approach by extending Calabash to
introduce a WiFi P2P specific vocabulary. We chose Calabash
because it is multi-platform and delivers a rich and extensible
syntax, based on Cucumber.
Figure 1 depicts the different A NDROFLEET testing directives that can be used to describe typical communication
scenarios among peers in WiFi P2P apps.
In P2P systems different unexpected context events can
happen, such as peer discovery, peer not in range or connection
lost. However, some of these events can lead to failures of
apps. A NDROFLEET lets developers simulate these contextual
events that can emerge along an execution. Listing 1 describes
an example of a test scenario, created with A NDROFLEET, to
simulate P2P unexpected contextual events.

Wi-fi Direct not
supported Message

[No]

[No]

[Yes]

Peer doesn’t
accept peering
Message

Connection
initiated

Connection
lost
Message

[Yes]

[Connection lost during?]

Some App
specific
Actions

[No]

Success
Message

Fig. 1: Example of a communication scenario with WiFiDirect

scenario tests the sharing of a file between two nodes (from
Node 0 to Node 1) in a WiFi P2P File Sharing App. First,
the developer has to specify the running conditions of the
scenario using the peer_discovery.feature file, these
conditions include:
•

Number of participant nodes (i.e., emulators)
– Example: Given the list of devices: {A, B, C}

•

Discovery configuration
– Example: Given devices {A, B} are in range for 5s

•

Apps installed on each node
– Example: MyApp.apk is installed on all devices

Later, for each single node, the developer specifies the
behavior to test. Figure 2 (cf. bottom rectangles) shows two
examples of test scenarios in two nodes for the File Sharing
app.
1) Discovery extension to Calabash: The apps asking
for the list of nearby peers from the WiFi P2P hardware component will get this list from the P eerDiscovery.
The list of available peers is configured using the
peer_discovery.feature file.

Node 0.features

Node … .features

Scenario 1:
Device {A, B, C} apk : MyApp.apk
Given devices {A, B} in range for 5s
Scenario 2:
Device {A, B, C} apk : MyApp.apk
Dataset_path : San_Fransisco.csv

Node N.features

calabash-android
Host Machine

peer_discovery.feature

adb

Peer Discovery
Wi-Fi
Direct
Android
Emulator

Wi-Fi
Direct
Android
Emulator

Node 0

Node ...

Given I am logged in
When I activate Wi-fi Direct
When I select device {B} in list of devices
Then I press “Connect”
Then I wait to see “Send a file”
Then I select “test.png”
Then I press “Send”
Then I wait to see “File Transfer Complete”
node0.feature

Wi-Fi
Direct
Android
Emulator

Weave Network

Node N
Given I am logged in
When I activate Wi-fi Direct
Then I wait to see “Connection prompt”
Then I press “Connect”
Then I wait to see “File prompt”
Then I press “Accept”
Then I wait to see “File Transfer Complete”
node1.feature

Fig. 2: Overview of the A NDROFLEET framework

2) Opportunistic Peer Discovery: Some of the WiFi Direct
Apps (emergency apps) use WiFi Direct to create a communication infrastructure [5], [14], [27], [12], [8], [15], [6], [11],
[21], [28]. To prove the ability to support a communication
infrastructure based on WiFi Direct, developers have to be
able to use multiple GPS datasets that will help the Peer
Discovery to emulate real-life nearby peers. Therefore, the
developers can validate the scalability and the efficiency of
the opportunistic communications for these communications
infrastructures.
C. Running Test Scenarios
To run the specified test scenarios, the developer has to
provide: (i) test script scenarios for each single node; (ii)
device profiles (e.g., OS version, hardware specification) to
test the app; and (iii) Peer_Discovery.features as
explained in Section II-B.
The scenarios are executed in parallel in multiple devices
using Calabash-Android. After the execution of the scenarios,
the developer can gather the test results, and improve the
app accordingly and test all the scenarios again using A N DROFLEET.
III. I MPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The A NDROFLEET testing framework implements an extension of the Calabash testing framework to create test
scenarios and execute them. A NDROFLEET is released as a
Gradle plugin, which developers can add to run the tests
inside Android Studio IDE. The A NDROFLEET gradle plugin
executes the Calabash tests in parallel (in multiple devices)
and collects the test results from all devices.
A NDROFLEET contains three parts: Device Emulator
Nodes, a Peer Discovery Node, and a Host Machine. We
describe the implementation of these three parts, respectively.

Device Nodes. A NDROFLEET uses Docker containers to deploy Android emulator nodes. We use the Docker technology
to provide a lightweight and scalable testing environment.
The different nodes communicate among them via Weave
network.4

Peer Discovery. The Peer Discovery node is responsible for
emulating WiFi Direct behavior in the Android emulator nodes
and notify them about nearby devices. The communications
between Device Emulator Nodes and the Peer Discovery
node is achieved using the Akka framework, which supports
large-scale deployment. In addition, the Peer Discovery node
can use a GPS mobility dataset to compute the distances
between devices and inform the devices when they are in
range.

Host Machine. Finally, developers use a Host Machine
to define and run testing scenarios. The Android emulators
connect to the developer’s machine via ADB (Android Debug
Bridge).5
Peer-to-peer mobile apps are complex in nature, since they
are based on a distributed environment. Thus, many aspects of
the system need to be verified to ensure the correct behavior
of the system under multiple circumstances (peer fails, peer
refuses connexion, peer disappears, etc.).
A NDROFLEET implements an emulated version of the Android WiFi P2P API that can be deployed within an emulator
(e.g., GenyMotion) and controlled by the testing environment
(e.g., Calabash) to simulate the discovery of a nearby device
and assess the user acceptance testing scenarios.

TABLE I: Testing scenarios for the W iF iDirect app
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Scenario
A simple image transferring scenario
Transferring the image from the group Owner
Deactivating WiFi P2P before transfer
Selecting a file instead of image
Sending a second file in the same connection
Disconnect the second peer before starting the file transfer
Connecting to peer without launching discover request on it

IV. C ASE S TUDY
In this section, we present a case study to illustrate how
A NDROFLEET assists developers to automate the testing of
WiFi P2P Android apps. As Application Under Test (AUT)
we use W iF iDirect6 , an open-source app to transfer files
between Android devices using WiFi Direct connection. The
AUT has more than 10, 000 installs on the Google Play Store
and its source code is available7 .
First of all, the developer needs to set up A NDROFLEET in
the development IDE (i.e., Android Studio). To do this, s/he
uses the provided Gradle P lugin which automatically mocks
the Android WiFi P2P API used in the app.
Table I presents 7 relevant testing scenarios for the AUT.
The developer describes the scenarios using the A NDROFLEET
framework. Figure 3 shows the description of scenario #1,
a simple image transferring from one device to another. In
particular, listing 3a presents the sending scenario in one
device; while 3b displays the receiving scenario in a different
device.
Next, the developer runs the scenarios in the A NDROFLEET
emulators. After execution, A NDROFLEET presents the testing results, i.e., passing and failing tests. Figure 4 shows a
screenshot of the testing results of the described case study.
The screen displays the set of tests executed. Green and read
colors mean passing and failing scenarios respectively. In the
example, Scenario 1 passed, while Scenario 2 failed. Each
scenario shows the sequential actions that were executed. If
an action fails, A NDROFLEET shows error information and
the reason of the failure. For example, in Scenario 2, the
action 13 (”Then I should see ’Connecting to’ ”) fails. The
reminder actions of the test are printed in blue, meaning that
they were not executed since the test execution failed before.
After analyzing the testing results, the developer can fix the
app and re-run the tests until all scenarios successfully pass.
V. D ISCUSSION
Although the general idea of emulating hardware capabilities (e.g. GPS, sensors) for testing is not new, the novelty of
A NDROFLEET resides in providing an emulated WiFi Direct
environment for testing. Given the increasing popularity of
P2P mobile apps, this feature is crucial because none of current
testing frameworks support WiFi P2P.
4 https://www.weave.works/oss/net
5 https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/adb.html
6 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=anuj.wifidirect
7 https://github.com/anuj7sharma/WiFiDIrectDemo

Expected behavior
Image is transferred
Image is transferred
Ask user to switch on WiFi P2P
Open as dialog appears
The file is sent
Ask user to switch on WiFi P2P
The file is sent

Pass?
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

A NDROFLEET reports the following advantages to the mobile development and testing communities:
1) Extend the capability of an Android testing framework
to enable the control of peer-to-peer interactions among
mobile apps via WiFi Direct.
2) Provide enriched vocabulary for testing mobile apps
using WiFi Direct.
3) Automate parallel testing on multiple emulated devices
as well as WiFi Direct communications among them.
4) Reproduce behaviors on failing test scenarios to help
developers to fix the apps.
A NDROFLEET is specially practical for developers who lack
access to a farm of real devices to test. But even when a crowd
of real devices is available, current testing frameworks lack
primitives to assess distributed behavior.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
We summarize related work in the main research areas connected to this research: testing mobile apps and testing peerto-peer systems. A NDROFLEET aims to fill the gap between
these two areas.
A. Testing Mobile Apps
Mendez-porras et. al. [26] presented a systematic literature
review on existing testing approaches for mobile apps. First,
there is a bunch of approaches [34], [2], [19], [23], [1],
[35] providing GUI testing of mobile apps. Similar to these
approaches, A NDROFLEET also supports GUI testing. While
the goal of previous approaches is to provide exploration
strategies to maximize test coverage, A NDROFLEET provides
additional primitives for testing properties specific to peer-topeer systems (e.g., connections, data interchange).
Another family of approaches have proposed cloud-based
frameworks to test mobile apps [13], [22], [31]. A NDROFLEET
also provides a cloud-based framework. In addition, A N DROFLEET provides multiple emulators, which can interact
among them in order to test the behavior of a P2P system
as a whole.
A NDROFLEET provides black-box testing to test WiFi P2P
apps without requiring access to the source code. Previous
approaches [20], [24], [36] propose also automatic black box
testing of mobile apps.
Similar to A NDROFLEET, other approaches have extended
the Calabash framework to support the testing of additional
features, such as touch gestures [18] and sensors (i.e., accelerometer, GPS, etc.) [17]. Similarly, A NDROFLEET extends

(a) Scenario send image file (Node 1)
Feature : File sharing feature
Scenario : Simple image sharing − sending
Given I activate WiFi Direct
Given I wait up to 60 seconds for ” Available ” to appear
Given I don’t see the text ”Disconnect”
When I take an image
Then I press the menu key
Then I press the text view ”Discover”
Then I should see ” finding peers”
Then I wait up to 60 seconds for ”N192168492” to appear
Then I wait up to 60 seconds for ”CHOOSE FILE” to appear
Then I press the ”CHOOSE FILE” button
Then I take a screenshot
Then I tap in 150 200
Then I tap in 150 200

(b) Scenario receive image file (Node 2)
Feature : File sharing feature
Scenario : Simple image sharing − receiving
Given I activate WiFi Direct
Given I wait up to 60 seconds for ” Available ” to appear
Given I don’t see the text ”Disconnect”
When I take a screenshot
Then I press the menu key
Then I press the text view ”Discover”
When I should see ” finding peers”
Then I wait up to 60 seconds for ”N192168491” to appear
Then I touch the ”N192168491” text
Then I wait for the ”Connect” button to appear
Then I press the ”Connect” button
Then I should see ”Connecting to”
Then I wait for 15 seconds
Then I take a screenshot

Fig. 3: Description of sharing file scenario in the AUT

Calabash with a different purpose: to support testing of peerto-peer communications.
Despite the prolific research in this area, current testing
frameworks for mobile apps lack support for peer-to-peer
interactions.
B. Testing of Peer-to-Peer Systems
Almeida et al. [7] present a framework and a methodology
for testing P2P applications. The framework is based on
controlling nodes individually, allowing test cases to precisely
control the volatility of nodes during their execution. Similarly,
A NDROFLEET gives developers the ability to control the
volatility of nodes during the execution of test scenarios.
Zhou et al. [37] propose a framework to test peer-to-peer
multi-player games. In [29], the authors propose a modelbased testing for large-scale distributed systems and peer-topeer communications. Charaf et al. [9] propose an agentbased architecture for distributed system testing. Marroquin
et al. [25] propose a testing approach based on test cases
dependencies for communications protocols. Later, the same
authors extend their approach to test distributed systems with
test cases dependency architecture.
Butnaru et al. [4] propose a tool for measuring peer-to-peer
platform performance using log messages to get feedback from
different peers. Boldman et al. [3] explain in a patent a system
and methods for testing peer-to-peer network application, by
orchestrating unit testing between peers. Gorodetsky et al. [16]
propose peer-to-peer emulation environment for testing mobile
P2P agent applications.
Although testing P2P systems has been extensively studied
by the research community, the testing of mobile P2P apps
remains unexplored.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Fig. 4: Testing results screenshot

This paper presents A NDROFLEET, an acceptance testing
framework to automate the testing of WiFi P2P Android
apps. A NDROFLEET provides a large-scale emulation platform

which supports P2P interactions. A NDROFLEET enables the
description of WiFi P2P testing scenarios (such as peer discovery and point-to-point interactions), as well as the execution
of such tests in a crowd of emulated devices.
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